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In the initial stages, rings had no  diamonds. They were designed of gold, silver or copper in a flat or
rounded  style. Today, rings come in all kinds of Designs and are adorned with precious gemstones.

Gem stones give to brilliance and endless character to the ring. It is a favorite with the British Royal
family - Princess Diana wore a blue sapphire, Sarah Ferguson opt for a ruby and of course, the
queenâ€™s crown is substantiation to the sheer   of gemstones.

the celebrity circle is fascinated by dazzlers too. J Loâ€™s yellow diamond from Ben Affleck, Penelope
Cruz â€˜s blue sapphire, Mariah Carey and Nicole Richieâ€™s pink sapphire, Jessica Simpsonâ€™s ruby and
the list goes on and on.

If youâ€™re planning on spending in some sensational gemstone rings, you should know that they are
divided into four  types:

Birthstone Rings: It is believed that a specific gemstone embodies particular month and its
associated zodiac sign. It is considered luckiness to put on such rings. For eg: The gemstone for the
month of August is Peridot and Leos wear them.  This kind of ring is usually made from a single
stone.

Anniversary Gemstone Rings: Each year you   your loved one can be marked with a unique ring.
For example, the second year of marriage is  symbolized by the  garnet gemstone, the tenth year by
a diamond ring and so on. Anniversary gem stone rings are usually paired with small diamonds, to
add that extra sparkle.

Multicolored Gemstone Rings: These look enviably beautiful. The color combinations are unlimited
and the only limitations are those imposed by imagination and budget. They also have the added
advantage of going with a choice of outfits. For instance, a blue sapphire ring with garnets would go 
 with a red dress or a blue dress.

Engagement Rings: Commonly, these are mostly gemstone rings. There are two kinds, one made
with special gemstones (Diamonds, Rubies, Emeralds, and Sapphires) and the other with semi-
precious gem stones (Pearls, Topaz, Aquamarine, Peridot, Turquoise, Amethyst, Garnet, Opal and
Tanzanite). Pick the one that suits your style and budget, for remember an engagement ring is
about the sentiment of love â€“ it is given with love by someone in love.

Gemstone rings add more beauty and allure to your wardrobe. So color your dressing with these
sparklers. enjoy birthdays, anniversaries or just your personal fashion with their natural radiance
and flawless beauty.
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â€œGemLN is more than an online retailer, it is an experience meant to immerse the consumer in the
visual and technical beauty and value of jewelry,â€• says Company Founder and Group CEO, Pradeep
Dadha.
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